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The President
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20500
USA

Sender:
Youth Newspaper RAVOLUTION
Network Newspaper
www.ravolution.de
c/o Ute Kretschmer-Risché
Leopoldring 17A (Street)
76437 Rastatt (City)
GERMANY
July, 10th 2017

Dear Mr. President!
We are writing from old Germany. Merkel country. Hamburg – do you remember?
We write for we care about the future. In your USA and worldwide.
We will try to make it easy. If you need a summary here it is:
USA leaves Paris Accord. Bullshit.
America first? Only possible in cooperation with everyone else.
You guide the future? We are the future!
We are surviving you. That‘s great. Very great.
The best news of all. Wonderful. Fantastic. True.
Why? Keep on reading. Or give it to your staff. Maybe someone of them is smart. From here on it is getting
difficult. Be careful while reading. Most topics are longer than a tweet on twitter. Or a voting campaign slogan.
Future means: Gather information and think globally and act accordingly! You have got a chance, are you in?
Your announced withdrawal from the Paris Accord has been devastating for every human being. Desaster! Failed!
Even for you, Mr. Trump, even if you are not aware of it! Why are you ignoring facts? Let us recap everything
together (We tested the text with our little sisters on the elementary. They understood it.):
1. Global warming is not invented by the Chinese. It is measurable and has catastrophical consequences.
If the USA are important to you consider what is happening in Louisiana. Every 43 minutes the state is losing
ground of the area as big as an American Football field. The Chinese don‘t steal that. We have to curb the global
warming to a maximum of 2 degrees. You mentioned that is was only 1 or 2 degrees. How about we take away
1 or 2 percent of your wealth?
2. Reduction of the total greenhouse gas emission. Sorry, if this term is too complicated for your taste.
What it means? Your ExxonMobil corporation provides a website exclusively for that:
„Environmental Responsibility/Activities. If even ExxonMobil starts searching for bio fuels you should wonder.
By the way: ExxonMobil is “America first“ and does not belong to the Chinese.
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3. What is the climate agreement about? Between 2045 and 2060 the total greenhouse gas emission has to
be restrained to zero. We were free to calculate it for you. In 2045 you will be 99 years old. You can make it.
Or do you live up to the motto: “After me the deluge...“? By the way, the deluge is a consequence of climate
change. In august 2016 there has been one in Louisiana. 20.000 people had to be rescued from their houses
by helicopters. Well, they are a minority of your voters. Not relevant in your mind.
4. We got to invest more in renewable energies. Research, develop, define requirements and implement them.
Consideryourself free to “America first“ your way through this process, dear Mr. President! Be the leader of
Americans pioneering. Same thing you do with the technologies of Silicon Valley. This means future and causes
applause from all around the world.
You are still wondering why we addressed you? We are neither American nor potential voters. But you could be
our role model. Didn’t one of your powerful predecessors say: “Ask not what your country can do for you, ask
what you can do for your country”.We go further: Ask what you can do for your earth! That’s great, great, great!
Everyone who is not selfish and acts with foresight is a great human. It is in your hands to decide what our and
future generations will think about you, which image of you will live on in the Internet and history books. What
would you like? “Trump and the temporary success at the expense of the future?” This would be our headline
for the moment. We are not FAKE NEWS media. Also we are not the enemy of the American people!
There is still so much unspoken. You may read more here or you invite us into the White House. Your vocabulary
ranks to our English! Then you can take a photograph with us in the Oval Office. We will not hold hand fans.
We would bring a little tree. A present for you. And a new beginning for everything.
Greetings!
Your German best buddies! Best! Best! Best!

